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In this paper, the novel design mode of human-aided design (HAD) is proposed to replace conventional
computer-aided design (CAD). In HAD, computers can automatically complete the whole product design
via a new isogeometric topology optimization (ITO), while humans just assist to slightly modify the
design to meet requirements. An embedded domain ITO is presented to design complex models with
irregular design domains, and editable geometric models of optimized results can be automatically gen-
erated based on layered ITO results. Three examples are tested to verify the proposed HAD mode, includ-
ing a 3D cantilever beam with a regular design domain, an automotive part with an irregular design
domain, and a Messerschmitt-Bölkow-Blohm (MBB) beam with a multiscale structure. The results
demonstrate that the proposed HAD mode can automatically deliver high-quality optimized models;
thus, it has great potential as a revolutionary technology to change the current design mode from CAD
to HAD.
� 2022 � 2022 THE AUTHORS. Published by Elsevier LTD on behalf of Chinese Academy of Engineering

and Higher Education Press Limited Company. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The finite-element method (FEM), which is the computational
core of computer-aided engineering (CAE), originated in the
1950s and 1960s, yet—notably—the computer-aided design (CAD)
used to provide geometric models for the FEM appeared ten years
later than the FEM. After nearly half a century of development, the
techniques in CAD and CAE continue to mature. Nowadays, all
kinds of commercial CAD and CAE software have emerged, such
as Catia, Unigraphics NX (UG), Creo, Nastran, Abaqus, and ANSYS.

The advent of this software has given engineers numerous
powerful new tools. As the Internet evolved, CAD/CAEmigrated into
the cloud; as a result, powerful design tools are now globally avail-
able and have become an integral part of the engineering landscape.
However, humans still play the leading role during the whole
product design, and computers are just auxiliary tools that help
people design. In this design mode, humans use various tools to
design and analyze a product to achieve the design requirements,
including geometric shapes and structural performance. To design
a geometric shape, a CAD modeling tool (SolidWorks, Catia, Creo,
etc.) is used, which has its own geometric representation such as
boundary representation (B-rep) and construct solid geometry
(CSG) [1]. To analyze structural performance, a CAE analysis tool
(ANSYS, Abaqus, Nastran, etc.) is used, which is presented by dis-
crete elements that are quite different from those in CAD modeling
systems. Therefore, humans must manually convert the models
betweenCADmodeling andCAEanalysis,whichmay takemore than
80% of the overall design time for complex models [2]. Moreover,
current product design heavily depends on human experience; as
a result, the product has to be iteratively designed until the final
design is obtained (Fig. 1(a)). This iterative design process is time-
consuming, and it is difficult for a design quality that is determined
by the experience of the designer to reach an optimal performance.
To reduce the human burden in product design, two issues need to
be addressed: ① how to reduce the need for human interactions
with CAD and CAE models, and ② how to automatically generate
high-quality product design by computers.

Two alternative ways have been employed to reduce the need
for human interactions with CAD and CAE models. One is software
integration; for example, SolidWorks integrates the analysis
.
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Fig. 1. A workflow illustration of CAD and HAD. (a) CAD; (b) HAD. HAD: human-aided design.
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modules in COMSOL [3]. The other is to employ a data exchange
interface, such as the data interface between Catia and Abaqus.
Unfortunately, CAD and CAE models are still different in the afore-
mentioned ways. To unify CAD and CAE models with the same geo-
metric representation, Hughes et al. [4] proposed an isogeometric
analysis (IGA) method in 2005, in which geometric and analytical
models are described by the same mathematical representation.
Compared with FEM, IGA has higher accuracy and efficiency and
is now widely used in the fields of vibration, acoustics, fatigue,
fluid-structure interaction, and shape and size optimization [5–
8]. Therefore, the IGA method is used in this work to integrate
CAD and CAE models.

To automatically generate high-quality product design by
means of computers, intelligent structural optimization methods
must be used. In the field of structural optimization, topology opti-
mization (TO) aims to computationally find the optimal material
distribution in a design domain under given constraints [9], such
as stress and displacement [10,11]. With the help of TO, designers
can obtain a high-performance design scheme automatically with-
out a wealth of knowledge and experience. Since CAD and CAE
models have different geometric representations in TO, the opti-
mized results must be reconstructed to generate CAD models,
which is complicated and time-consuming. To address this issue,
the IGA is employed in TO to replace the FEM, in what is termed
as isogeometric TO (ITO).

The concept of ITO was first proposed by Seo et al. [12], who
used the spline surface and trimmed curves to construct a complex
design domain without the patch coupling technique. Since then,
certain branches of ITO have been rapidly developed, including
density-based and level set-based ITO. Solid isotropic material
with penalization (SIMP) is a popular and typical density-based
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method that is easy to implement, and SIMP-based ITO has gained
considerable research attention. Kumar and Parthasarathy [13]
introduced B-spline finite elements to construct the density func-
tion and perform structural analysis. Hassani et al. [14] employed
IGA instead of FEM in TO, where the material density is interpo-
lated by the non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS) basis function
and can be viewed as continuous within the whole design domain.
Qian [15] restricted the design space to the B-spline space and
embedded an arbitrarily shaped design domain into a rectangular
domain, where the B-splines are used to construct the density field.
Xie et al. [16] used a truncate hierarchical B-spline to locally refine
the mesh and reduce the computational cost significantly in ITO.
Multi-material and multiscale problems can also be solved within
the framework of ITO. To gain multi-material structures, Taheri
and Suresh [17] proposed a new density-based ITO, in which the
exact geometrical model is constructed by NURBS. Gao et al. [18]
introduced a NURBS-based multi-material interpolation (N-MMI)
model and developed a multi-material ITO (M-ITO) method. Wang
et al. [19] investigated a multiscale ITO to construct a porous struc-
ture with a lattice infill. Lieu and Lee [20,21] proposed the addition
of a novel multiresolution scheme to ITO and successfully applied
it to multi-material problems; this approach yielded high-
resolution designs with a lower computational cost.

Unlike SIMP-based ITO, level-set-based ITO employs a higher
dimensional level set function (LSF) to achieve the implicit descrip-
tion of structural geometries. Shojaee et al. [22] combined the level
set method (LSM) based on the radial basis function with IGA for
TO. Then, Wang and Benson [23] proposed an innovative ITO by
interpolating the LSF with NURBS shape functions, where the same
NURBS basis functions are used to integrate CAD, CAE, and TO
models. In addition, Wang and Benson [24] introduced the fast
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point-in-polygon algorithm and trimmed elements in the frame-
work of level-set-based ITO to provide higher accuracy and effi-
ciency. Ghasemi et al. [25] implemented a novel design method
for flexoelectric materials, in which IGA is combined with level
set and pointwise density mapping techniques. Subsequently,
Ghasemi et al. [26] further extended the method to the multi-
material level-set-based TO of flexoelectric composites, success-
fully dealing with coupled problems and microstructures. Lee
et al. [27] developed an isogeometric topological shape optimiza-
tion method with the dual evolution of NURBS curves and level
sets, where the topological variation of NURBS curves is ensured
by the implicit LSF.

Although ITO has great potential for integrating CAD modeling,
CAE analysis, and structural optimization, it is still restricted by the
bottlenecks of IGA and TO—that is, the issues of how to deal with
complex models with irregular geometries and how to automati-
cally generate editable CAD models of TO results. To break through
the limitations of conventional ITO for irregular geometric shapes,
we herein propose a new ITO for a complex design domain based
on the embedded domain method that can implement the IGA of
an irregular model in a regular embedded domain. To obtain edita-
ble CAD models for ITO results, an automatic generation method is
developed by using standard CAD operations to construct NURBS
surfaces based on the contours layer by layer, where the contour
of each layer is directly represented by the same control points
used in modeling, analysis, and TO.

Based on the new ITO proposed in this paper, we propose a
new design mode, human-aided design (HAD), based on the
new ITO. In HAD, computers play the leading role and can
automatically complete the whole product design with high qual-
ity; humans only need to slightly modify the design to meet
requirements (Fig. 1(b)). Similar to revolutionary intelligent tech-
nologies such as smart homes [28], smart factories [29], and auto-
matic driving [30], which greatly reduce human operations and
are gradually changing the role played by humans from a leading
to an auxiliary role, HAD is an intelligent design mode that holds
great potential for replacing CAD in the next industrial revolution.

To further describe HAD and the theory behind it, the remainder
of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the NURBS-based
ITO is summarized. Section 3 presents the HAD and its implemen-
tation based on ITO. Three numerical examples are discussed in
Section 4 to demonstrate HAD for both macroscale and multiscale
structures. Finally, conclusions and future work are discussed in
Section 5.

2. Summary of NURBS-based ITO

In IGA, the sameNURBS functions are used to represent both CAD
and CAEmodels. A standardNURBS curve consists of a knot vector in
the n-axis N, basis functions Rp

i (where p denotes the degree of the
basis functions; i is the index of the basis functions), and the corre-
sponding control points Pi, which can be written as follows:

Curve nð Þ ¼
Xn
i¼1

Rp
i nð ÞPi ð1Þ

where n is the number of the basis functions.
It should be emphasized that the basis functions Rp

i are defined
by a series of positive weight factors xi and the recursive B-spline
basis functions Np

i , as below:

Rp
i nð Þ ¼ Np

i nð ÞxiPn
i¼1N

p
i nð Þxi

ð2Þ

The high-dimensional cases can be obtained from Eq. (1) by
adding the knot vectors in the g- and f-axis, which can be
expressed as follows:
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Surface n;gð Þ ¼ Pn
i¼1

Pm
j¼1

Rp;q
i;j n;gð ÞPi;j

Solid n;g; fð Þ ¼ Pn
i¼1

Pm
j¼1

Pl
k¼1

Rp;q;r
i;j;k n;g; fð ÞPi;j;k

ð3Þ

where m, j, and q are the number, the index, and the degree of the
basis functions in g direction, respectively; l, k, and r are the
number, the index, and the degree of the basis functions in f
direction.

For the linear isotropic elastic problem, the equilibrium equa-
tion in the form of the Galerkin method can be written as follows:Z
X
e vh
� �T

Ee uh
� �

dX ¼
Z
X
fvhdXþ

Z
CN

hvhdCN ð4Þ

where X and CN denote the design domain and its Neumann
boundaries, respectively; e is the strain vector and E is the elastic
tensor matrix; f and h represent the body force and the prescribed
boundary traction vectors, respectively; uh is the trial solution dis-
placement and vh is the weight, and superscript h denotes uh and vh

belong to H1 space. g denotes the prescribed boundary displace-
ment vector. Considering a set A that contains all NURBS basis
functions and a subset B containing the basis functions that are
equal to 0 on the Dirichlet boundary, to solve Eq. (4), the ith element
of trial solution displacement uh and weight vh should be interpo-
lated by the basis functions with the control variables

uh
i ¼ P

j2AnBRjgi þ
P

i2BRidi

vh
i ¼ P

j2AnBRjei

(
ð5Þ

where e is the arbitrary value to hold for all vh 2 H1, and g and d
denote the displacement on the Dirichlet boundary and the
displacement, respectively. Substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (3), the
Galerkin form can be written into a more compact matrix form as
follows:

Kd ¼ F ð6Þ
where the elements of the stiffness matrix K and the load vector F
can be expressed as

Kij ¼
R
Xe Rið ÞTEe Rj

� �
dX

Fj ¼
R
X fRjdXþ R

CN
hRjdCN

(
ð7Þ

As an example, the classical minimum compliance problem is
given here to illustrate the ITO mathematical model. Considering
a NURBS-based density field, the formulation of the minimum
compliance problem can be expressed as follows:

find qi;j;k i ¼ 1; 2; :::; n; j ¼ 1; 2; :::; m; k ¼ 1; 2; :::; lð Þ
min J u;qð Þ ¼ R

Xe uð ÞTE qð Þe uð ÞdX

s:t:

G qð Þ ¼ 1
Xj j
R
Xq n;g; fð Þv0dX� V0 � 0

a u; duð Þ ¼ L duð Þ; ujCN
¼ g; 8du 2 H Xð Þ

0 � qi;j;k � 1

8><
>:

ð8Þ

where q denotes the densities of control points; J(�) is the objective
function; G(q) is the volume constraint; m0 is the volume fraction of
an element, and V0 denotes the maximum permissible material;
a u; duð Þ ¼ L duð Þ denotes the bilinear form of the equilibrium equa-
tion, and du is the virtual displacement field in the kinematically
admissible space H(X), in which a is the strain energy, L is the work
by external load. Compared with the classical SIMP-based TO, the
density functionq in ITO is interpolated by theNURBSbasis functions
of the control points as Eq. (9), which is similar to Eqs. (1) and (3).

q n;g; fð Þ ¼
Xn
i¼1

Xm
j¼1

Xl

k¼1

Rp;q;r
i;j;k n;g; fð ÞUi;j;k ð9Þ
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In Eq. (9), Ui;j;k are the densities of the control points. Then, the
sensitivities of the objective and constraint functions in Eq. (8) can
be obtained by calculating the derivatives of objective and con-
straint functions with respect to the densities of control points,
and design variables are updated by optimization methods, such
as the optimality criterion (OC) [31] and the method of moving
asymptotes (MMA) [32]. If the convergence condition is achieved,
the optimized layout will be obtained.
3. HAD based on ITO

3.1. ITO for a complex design domain

To be compatible with CADmodeling systems, NURBS should be
used in ITO; however, the tensor-product representation of NURBS
impedes ITO when dealing with engineering models with complex
initial design domains or geometric constraints [24]. The root
cause of this problem is that representing complex geometric mod-
els using a complete NURBS patch is quite difficult, and 3D splines
do not exist in CAD modeling systems due to the B-rep of CAD
models, which makes an IGA-suitable model unavailable. Remark-
able analysis mesh-independent density interpolation techniques
have been used to construct continuous density fields for irregular
design domain [33,34] and have the potential to implement ITO for
complex design domains; however, they separate the density field
and the physical field. To better solve this problem, a new IGA we
recently proposed [35] is used to implement an analysis of com-
plex models. This IGA is based on an embedded domain and is cap-
able of analyzing complex models with arbitrary geometries. In
this section, we introduce two key issues of IGA based on an
embedded domain: ① how to identify element types in the
embedded domain, and ② how to complete the numerical integra-
tion of trimmed elements.

In IGA based on an embedded domain, an irregular model can
be embedded into a regular domain, so that a simple unfitted
structural mesh can be used to approximate the solution field to
avoid generating boundary-conforming meshes. As shown in
Fig. 2, the elements of the embedded domain are divided into three
types: ① fictitious elements, ② solid elements, and ③ trimmed
elements.

By computing the sign minimum distance (SMD) from the ver-
tices of the embedded domain mesh to the CAD model boundary
(e.g., the SMDs of points I and J represented by dI and dJ in Fig.
3(a)), all SMDs of the vertices will be obtained and can be used
as LSF values to construct an implicit representation of the CAD
model. In the implicit representation, the CAD model boundary is
represented by the zero level set isosurface. In this work, the
SMD (i.e., the LSF value) of a vertex in the CAD model is defined
Fig. 2. Illustration of an em
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as a positive, and that of a vertex outside of the CAD model is
defined as a negative. Therefore, the elements of the embedded
domain mesh can be divided into solid elements, trimmed ele-
ments, and fictitious elements, as shown in Fig. 3(b), according to
the following identification rule: ① If all SMDs of the vertices are
positive, then the element is a solid element; ② if the SMDs of
the vertices have both positive and negative values, then the ele-
ment is a trimmed element; and ③ if all SMDs of the vertices are
negative, then the element is a fictitious element. A highly efficient
element classification method is proposed in Ref. [35], which only
needs to compute the LSF values of the vertices of trimmed
elements.

Based on the abovementioned implicit representation, the
numerical integration of trimmed elements can be implemented
by integrating the Gauss points in the solid domain of trimmed ele-
ments. Using the LSF values of the vertices, the LSF values of the
Gauss points can be calculated by interpolation, as follows:

/ ¼
X
A

NA/A ð10Þ

where / is the LSF value of a Gauss point, and NA and /A are the
shape function and LSF value of the Ath vertex of the corresponding
embedded domain element (note that linear interpolation is used in
this work, since only the SMDs at the vertices of the embedded
domain mesh are computed; a more accurate interpolation rule
can be used when more points are used to compute the SMDs). If
the LSF value is not negative, the Gauss point belonging to the solid
domain should be retained. Otherwise, the Gauss point is in the fic-
titious domain and should be removed. To increase integral accu-
racy, an adaptive subdivision method is used, which subdivides a
trimmed element into four sub-elements (2D problem) or eight
sub-elements (3D problem) to increase the number of Gauss points.
This subdivision, which can be hierarchically implemented until the
integral accuracy meets the requirement, has been successfully
used to deal with the integration of trimmed elements in IGA
[36,37]. An illustration of Gauss point generation for an embedded
domain is shown in Fig. 4.

Based on the above element classification and trimmed element
integration, a complex model with irregular geometry can be ana-
lyzed in an embedded domain by IGA. Using IGA based on an
embedded domain, the ITO for complex design domains can be
implemented in the same way as for simple regular domains.
3.2. Automatic generation of editable models of the ITO results

After the ITO for a complex design domain is implemented, CAD
models of the design results need to be generated. Because the
result models of TO often need to be further edited to adapt to
bedded domain model.



Fig. 4. Gauss point generation for an embedded domain.

Fig. 3. SMDs of vertices and element type classification. (a) SMDs of vertices; (b)
element types of the embedded domain mesh.
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downstream applications (e.g., manufacturing, prototyping,
validation, and (design) exploration [38]), editable CAD models of
TO results are necessary in industry. An automatic generation
method is proposed for editable models based on ITO, which inno-
vatively combines a B-rep-based CAD construction method with
ITO and generates selectable and editable B-rep CAD models of
ITO results.

In order to make full use of the advantages of unified geometric
representation in ITO, the design variables are used as the high-
dimensional coordinates of the control points. Thus, ITO results
in 2D problems are represented by 3D NURBS surfaces (e.g.,
S(x, y, q)), where the first two dimensions correspond to the 2D
coordinates of the design domain, and the third dimension repre-
sents the values of the design variables. In 3D ITO problems, the
results are represented by 4D hypersurfaces (e.g., HS(x, y, z, q)).
Next, a series of NURBS surfaces are extracted from the hypersur-
faces layer by layer—for example, a series of S(x, y, q) = HS(x, y,
z = zb, q) is extracted, where zb is the z coordinate of the control
points at the bth layer (the extraction can also be implemented
in the x or y direction). In this way, the 3D ITO results can be
represented by several layers of NURBS surfaces.

Inspired by several mature geometric algorithms (e.g., the sur-
face/plane intersection (SPI) algorithm, surface skinning algorithm,
and plane trimming algorithm) and the post-processing methods
of Costa et al. [39,40], three geometric algorithms and post-
processing processes are integrated into the same system to pro-
cess the layered ITO results. For 2D problems, the traditional
method of extracting iso-curves is replaced by the SPI algorithm,
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and the results are represented in a trimmed plane form. For 3D
problems, a new procedure from the definition of ITO to the con-
struction of 3D B-rep CAD geometry is shown in Fig. 5. The overall
construction procedure can be divided into five steps:

Step 1: ITO problem solving. Here, it is assumed that 3D ITO
problems use hexahedral grids as their control mesh. After the
standard ITO procedure, the resulting 4D hypersurface is replaced
by several NURBS surfaces by regarding the design variables as
high-dimensional coordinates, as follows:

HS x1; x2; x3; qð Þ ¼ [ Sb x1; x2; qð Þ; b ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N ð11Þ
where x1, x2, and x3 represent the coordinates of the control points;
N is the number of layers in the x3 direction, and Sb is the surface of
the bth layer along the x3 direction, which can be stored in standard
CAD data (e.g., IGS file).

Step 2: construction of contour curves. In this step, closed
contour curves are extracted from each surface layer. Similar to
the method of intercepting iso-curves, the NURBS surfaces of each
layer are intersected with a threshold plane at a certain altitude
between 0 and 1. The altitude value of the threshold plane is cho-
sen in such a way that the optimization constraints (e.g., the vol-
ume constraint) are met, where dichotomy can be used to
determine the altitude. The closed contour curves can be repre-
sented as follows:

Cb x1; x2ð Þ ¼ Sb x1; x2;qð Þ \ Pb x3 ¼ qtð Þ ð12Þ
where Cb is the closed contour curve of the bth layer along the x3
direction, Pb is the threshold plane whose altitude is x3 = qt, and
qt is the threshold density.

The SPI algorithm is a mature and accurate geometric algorithm
[41,42]. A marching method, which has proved to be a widespread
and effective method [43], is used to solve the SPI problem. The
output of the contour curves extraction using the SPI algorithm
is several sequences of closed NURBS curves at different altitudes.

Step 3: construction of the lateral surfaces. In this step, the
lateral surfaces LS(�) of the B-rep optimized model are generated
from several sequences of NURBS contour curves called section
curves, as follows:

LS x1; x2; x3ð Þ ¼
Z

Cb x1; x2ð Þdx3 ð13Þ

where the lateral surface can be regarded as the integration of sec-
tion curves along the x3 direction.

A surface skinning algorithm is used in this step to generate the
NURBS information of the lateral surfaces. Skinning is a process by
which a surface is formed by a set of curves [44,45]. This is actually
the lofting operation in CAD systems, which was widely used in the
automotive and aerospace industries decades ago [46]. The input
curves in this step should meet certain conditions; for example,
curves corresponding to each other should be in the same direc-
tion, and the topology of the section curves should be consistent
at different heights. The gained section curves are used as input
data for the surface skinning procedure. Finally, the external and
internal lateral surfaces in the NURBS representation are obtained
as the results of this step.

In addition, one contour may correspond to two or more con-
tours in the adjacent layer, which will lead to a topology change.
However, as long as the distance between adjacent layers is small
enough, the lateral surfaces between the layers can be constructed
by means of a surface extruding procedure using one layer’s con-
tour curves. Moreover, the accuracy of the entity model can be
improved using a surface blending algorithm [47].

Step 4: construction of the top/bottom patch. To generate a B-
rep solid model, each solid boundary is constructed. In this step,
the top and bottom patches are generated using a plane trimming
algorithm [48]. The input data of this step are the contour curves in



Fig. 5. The overall construction procedure of ITO result models.
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the top and bottom layer and the layer’s altitude. The output data
are the top and bottom patches, which are represented in trimmed
plane form as follows:

Poutput ¼ Pinput A < Cð Þ [ C ð14Þ
where Poutput and Pinput are the output and input patches, and (A < C)
denotes the area inside contour curve C.

Step 5: CAD model generation. The final CAD model is repre-
sented in B-rep form; it consists of the entire boundary vertices,
edges, and faces. After the steps above, both lateral surfaces and
top/bottom trimmed patches are generated. Thus, the final step
is to combine the IGS files of every surface and patch, which can
be done by modifying the IGS files.

In summary, the proposed method generates a selectable and
editable CAD model based on the ITO results in five steps with
the help of several geometry algorithms. It should be noted that
the CAD model is an exact B-rep CAD model whose geometric
information comes directly from the coordinates and densities of
the control points.

3.3. Procedure of ITO-based HAD

In HAD, humans only need to define a design domain and
requirements (i.e., the constraints of ITO); then, computers auto-
matically generate an optimized CAD model with a high perfor-
mance that meets all the requirements. In this study, the CAD
model resulting from ITO is represented by NURBS, so it is edi-
table and can be further modified by humans to meet the
requirements.

The procedure for ITO-based HAD is shown in Fig. 6. Computers
play the leading role in HAD and can complete most of the design
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work without human interaction. In addition, computers itera-
tively optimize the structure by means of ITO to obtain the
structure with the best performance. Unlike conventional CAD,
which depends on human experience, the ITO is automatic and
based on optimization theory. Since the same mathematical repre-
sentation is used in the CAD modeling, CAE analysis, and ITO, the
optimized result includes the geometric information so that an edi-
table CAD model can be automatically generated using standard
geometric algorithms. In HAD, human interaction is required in
two main aspects: ① defining an optimization problem and con-
straints to meet the design requirements, and ② modifying opti-
mized CAD models to further improve the product design.
Therefore, humans play an auxiliary role, which is why we call this
new design mode ‘‘HAD.”
4. Implementation and application of HAD

4.1. HAD with a regular design domain

In HAD, when the computer receives the boundary condition
input of an optimization problem, it will automatically initiate
the ITO program. A CAD model of the ITO results will be gener-
ated through the automatic generation method. A simple can-
tilever beam example is presented here to illustrate the
automatic generation method and verify the effect of the
method. The design domain and the boundary conditions of
the cantilever beam are shown in Fig. 7(a). The design domain
is divided into 40 � 20 � 20 and 60 � 30 � 30 quadratic 3D
NURBS elements, respectively, the volume fraction (VF) of the
structure is set at VF = 0.3, and the Young’s modulus and the
Poisson’s ratio are 1 and 0.3, respectively. The input load F = 1



Fig. 6. The procedure flowchart of ITO-based HAD.

Fig. 7. The design domain of the 3D cantilever beam. (a) Boundary conditions; (b)
3D representation of the IGA control mesh. F: input load.

Fig. 8. The optimized structure of the 3D cantilever beam. (a) 40 � 20 � 20
elements; (b) 60 � 30 � 30 elements.
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is applied at the center of the right face and downward verti-
cally. A fixed constraint is applied to the left face, and the design
objective is to achieve a structure with minimum compliance. A
hexahedral 3D ITO control mesh is shown in Fig. 7(b); its scale is
reduced to 14 � 7 � 7 to avoid too many control points being
shown in the figure.

Fig. 8 shows the optimized result structure of the 3D can-
tilever beam represented by elements. It can be seen that the
optimized geometries are consistent for the two mesh scales,
which demonstrates the mesh independency of the proposed
ITO method. The figure only shows the elements whose con-
trol point density is above the density q = 0.5. Fig. 9 shows
the iterative history of the 3D cantilever beam with
40 � 20 � 20 elements. After 53 iterations in the ITO
program, the minimum compliance of the cantilever beam is
optimized to 29.86. Next, the NURBS information of the 3D
cantilever beam is input into the automatic generation
method to generate the CAD model.

A detailed procedure chart of the automatic generation
method is shown in Fig. 10. The input of the method is the
NURBS information (including the knot vector, control points’
coordinates, and density), which is obtained from the ITO pro-
gram. First, the density of the control points is extracted layer
by layer to replace the 4D hypersurface result with multiple
3D NURBS surfaces. The selection of the control point layers
100



Fig. 9. The ITO convergence history of the cantilever beam with 40 � 20 � 20
elements.
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can be along the x, y, or z directions, and the distance between
each layer can be nonuniform. In this example, 20 layers are
selected along the y direction (i.e., the vertical direction), and
the distances between them are uniform, as shown in Fig.
10(a). Second, these NURBS surfaces are input to the SPI proce-
dure one by one, as shown in Fig. 10(b). Three representative
SPI procedures are shown in Figs. 10(c)–(e), where the intersec-
tion curves are highlighted in yellow and the threshold planes
are shown in gray. It should be noted that the altitude value of
the threshold plane is chosen in such a way that the optimization
constraints are met, and each layer will intersect with a threshold
plane at the same relative altitude to generate contour curves.
The output of the SPI procedure of 20 NURBS surfaces is 20 closed
contour curves. To reduce the number of control points, a data
reduction method can be adopted [49,50]. Third, these contour
curves are input to the surface skinning procedure to generate a
lateral surface, as shown in Fig. 10(h). In this step, a NURBS curve
reconstruction procedure is used to unify the number of control
points for each curve to 50. To construct a smooth surface, the
order of the skinning procedure should be chosen wisely, and is
chosen as 10 in this example. Fig. 10(j) shows the output of the
surface skinning procedure. Next, the top and bottom boundaries
should be constructed using the plane trimming algorithm shown
in Fig. 10(f). The input of this procedure is the contour curves
from the top/bottom layer and their altitude. The output patches
are shown in Figs. 10(i) and (k). Finally, all the model boundaries
gained above, including the lateral surface and the top/bottom
patches, are combined to generate the final CAD model, which
is shown in Fig. 10(l).

Theoretically, the accuracy of the final CAD model depends on
the accuracy selection of each geometric algorithm. In this can-
tilever beam example, the top contour curve has 286 control
points, and the error precision of the SPI algorithm is chosen
to be 0.001. The order of the surface skinning algorithm and
the curve reconstruction control points number can also influ-
ence the accuracy of the CAD model. The final ITO CAD model
constructed by the automatic generation method is selectable
and editable in a CAD system. Fig. 11(a) shows the control points
of the ITO CAD model in a CAD system; designers can edit the
model by changing the coordinates of the control points.
Fig. 11(b) is an edited example in which the designer improved
the manufacturability of the model by changing the control
points of the left side. In this way, the ITO model can be used
for any further process, including CAE analysis and shape
optimization.
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4.2. HAD with a complex design domain

To demonstrate that the proposed method can be used for
irregular design domains, an ITO example for half of an automotive
part is used here. As shown in Fig. 12(a), half of an automotive part
embedded in a regular domainwith 36� 36� 18 = 23 328 quadratic
3D NURBS elements is subjected to a downward force F = 104, and
the right side face of the design domain is fixed. In this example,
the Young’smodulus and the Poisson’s ratio are 109 and 0.3, respec-
tively. The design objective is to achieve a structure withmaximum
stiffness (i.e., minimum compliant) under a volume fraction con-
straintVF that is set to 0.4. Thefinal optimized structure represented
by elements whose relative densities are larger than 0.5 is shown in
Fig. 12(b), where the optimized result is completely in the irregular
design domain. After 197 iterations, the ITO converges, and the
minimum compliance is convergence to 5.47 � 104. The iterative
curve of the automotive part is shown in Fig. 13.

An editable CAD model of the optimized result can be
automatically generated by our automatic generation method, as
described in Section 3.2. This example contains a tree-like
bifurcation structure. In general, a skeletonization technique is
believed to be applicable in this case [51], but such a technique
may lose the geometric information of the sections. In our method,
as shown in Fig. 14, the final boundary-represented CAD model is
successfully constructed. However, there are several topological
changes in the section curves sequence, which means that the lat-
eral surface of the model cannot be obtained using only a surface
skinning procedure. Thus, the dual-track sweeping and surfaces
blending algorithms [47] are introduced here to deal with the
topology changing between section layers. The branch like struc-
ture is shown in Fig. 14(b). The continuity between the blending
surface and the skinning surface at the joint can reach G3, which
means that the control points of the surface change uniformly
without a mutation or jump point. The final CAD model of the
automotive part is compatible with CAD systems and can also be
edited by designers. This example demonstrates that the automatic
generation of ITO results is also effective for irregular CAD models.

4.3. HAD for multiscale ITO

In this example, the design of a Messerschmitt-Bölkow-Blohm
(MBB) beam [52] is investigated to test the effectiveness of the
multiscale ITO method. Graded body-centered cubic (BCC) lattices
are filled into the MBB beam using an isogeometric mapping strat-
egy [53] and shape interpolation technology. Fig. 15 shows the
design domain of the MBB beam with length L = 250, width
W = 41.67, and height H = 50, which is discretized by
60 � 10 � 12 quadratic elements. The distributed force F = 1000
is applied vertically down the middle of the top face, and the
displacements of the support edges located at the left and right
of the bottom face are partly fixed. The volume fraction is set to
0.5. The Young’s modulus of the base material is Es = 2750, and
the Poisson’s ratio is l = 0.38. When the relative difference of the
compliance between two consecutive iterations is less than 0.01
or the maximum number of iterations reaches 200, the optimiza-
tion will be terminated.

The optimized graded lattice sandwich structures (GLSSs) of
the MBB beam under a global volume fraction constraint of 0.5
are presented in Fig. 16. It can be observed that high-density
BCCs with high stiffness are distributed along the loading
domain on the upper face sheet to the support domain on the
lower face sheet, constituting the main force transfer path. A
considerable number of low-density BCCs located at the sec-
ondary force transfer paths contribute to resisting shearing
deformation and stably supporting the upper and lower solid
face sheets.



Fig. 10. The procedure for constructing an editable CADmodel of the 3D cantilever beam based on the ITO result. (a) ITO result surfaces; (b) SPI procedure; (c) top surface; (d)
middle surface; (e) bottom surface; (f) plane trimming procedure; (g) contour curves of each layer; (h) surface skinning procedure; (i) top patch; (j) lateral surface; (k) bottom
patch; (l) ITO result model.

Fig. 11. Edited model in a CAD system. (a) Control points of the surface; (b) the
modified model.
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As shown in the convergence history in Fig. 17, 180 iterations
are implemented. The compliance of the optimized MBB beam
by multiscale ITO is 596.3. Compared with a traditional uniform
lattice sandwich structure under a global volume constraint of
0.5 [52], the compliance performance is improved by 24.66%
via the multiscale ITO. It should be noted that the microstruc-
tural unit cells in Fig. 16 have sharp changes at their interfaces,
and severe stress concentration may be caused. Effective meth-
ods exist that can be used to deal with this issue, such as that
in Ref. [54].



Fig. 13. The convergence history of the automotive part created using ITO.

Fig. 14. Automatic construction process of the automotive part. (a) All contour
curves along the x direction; (b) the boundary-represented CAD model.

Fig. 15. Design domain of the MBB beam. W: width; H: height; L: length; F:
distributed force.

Fig. 16. Optimized design of the MBB beam under a global volume constraint of 0.5.

Fig. 12. Half of the automotive part model with (a) its boundary conditions and (b) its optimized structure.
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5. Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we proposed a novel HAD mode via ITO. In HAD,
computers take on the leading role during the design procedure, in
which editable high-performance product structures can be auto-
matically generated via ITO, and humans (i.e., designers) just
slightly modify the optimized structures to meet design require-
ments if necessary. In this paper, the same NURBS representation
was used for modeling, analysis, and TO, and an embedded domain
method was proposed to extend ITO from regular design domains
to irregular design domains. An automatic generation method
based on CAD operations was introduced to generate editable
models of ITO results. Three examples were tested to verify the
proposed HAD. The first example demonstrated that an editable
optimization result can be automatically generated. The second
example illustrated that HAD can successfully deal with a design
with irregular design domains. The third example showed the



Fig. 17. Iterative curves of the multiscale ITO for the MBB beam.
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advantage of HAD in multiscale design for structures with complex
geometry.

In this work, the hierarchical subdivision of trimmed elements
may greatly increase the number of integration points to ensure
the accuracy of the integration. Moreover, since the 3D-
optimized CAD models are constructed based on the contour
curves of section layers, it is difficult to automatically generate a
junction surface if the topological structure dramatically changes
between adjacent layers. In the future, we will focus on addressing
these two issues and extending the proposed ITO to other prob-
lems such as heat conduction [55], fluid-structure interaction
[56], and electromagnetism [57].
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